YOUR GOAL NUMBER

By Carol Adrienne, Ph.D.

Each number of your birthdate and letter of your name tells a story. For example, by adding together your MONTH of birth with your DAY of birth, you will find the number that indicates a GOAL that your life path is leading you to.

To find your GOAL NUMBER, add the number of your MONTH (e.g., January = 1, February = 2, etc.) to your DAY of birth. Add again until you have one digit.

Mona’s birth month is April (4) her day of birth is the 20th (2+0=2). Mona’s Goal Number is 4 + 2 = 6. Six indicates that Mona will experience a strong tendency to be in a position of responsibility. She will often choose to take care of the needs of others or teach them something useful. Her goal is to create a solid network of friends and family. To achieve this goal Mona will use charm, determination, practicality—sometimes putting others’ needs ahead of her own. Mona must learn not to give advice unless people ask for it!

(The two numbers of your month and day define your goal a little more distinctly.)

GOAL NUMBER

1—The goal is LEADERSHIP. If your two numbers are:
   1 + 9—use courage and independent thinking for humanitarian purposes.
   2 + 8—who you know helps you gain entrance to power.
   3 + 7—stay in touch with trends for success.
   4 + 6—practical services create a niche for success.
   5 + 5—you are the public figure and bringer of change.

2—The goal is RELATIONSHIP.
   2 + 9—your life work involves understanding and inspiring.
   3 + 8—you inspire through creativity taken to a professional level.
   4 + 7—you bring support and spiritual understanding with practical application
   5 + 6—you experience many kinds of transitions in relationships.
   11 +9—you are a visionary—philosophical and inspirational.

3—The goal is the EXPRESSION OF CREATIVITY.
   3 + 9—you are interested in everything, but must learn to focus your efforts.
   4 + 8—you work hard for success, and learn not to give up.
   5 + 7—you are attracted to advancing spiritual principles to the public.
   6 + 6—you may be talented in singing, art, or design.

4—The goal is PRACTICAL ACHIEVEMENT.
   4 + 9—you improve methods in a practical way—health, education, business.
   5 + 8—your work involves improving methods in science, technology, and the law.
   6 + 7—you may be distracted by responsibilities and yearn for time to research.
   22 + 9—you have the desire to change the world.

5—The goal is FREEDOM AND EXPLORATION.
   1 + 4—your inventiveness and practicality create business success in more than one area.
   2 + 3—your charm, spontaneity, and youthful attitude give success in teaching, the arts, and sales.
   5 + 9—you are a big thinker and desire to new ideas to a wide audience.
   6 + 7—you bring new ideas to traditionally-minded people.
   7 + 7—you are a seeker, willing to travel a different path.

6—The goal is ACCEPTING RESPONSIBILITY
   1 + 5—your independence gives success in service business, the arts, and entertainment.
2 + 4—your supportive attitude and reliability give you much love, satisfaction, and material success.
3 + 3—you love to be admired and have the freedom wealth and success can bring. You love children.
6 + 9—your goal is to serve at home and abroad in areas of health, culture, and education.
7 + 8—your goal is to bring spiritual awareness to the marketplace.

7—The goal is WISDOM AND SELF-KNOWLEDGE.
1 + 6—you learn to overcome ego and self-righteousness.
2 + 5—your goal is to be free to pursue your interests and still enjoy intimacy and love.
3 + 4—you enjoy finding easier and more creative ways to do things.
7 + 9—your goal is spiritual awareness and trusting your intuition.
8 + 8—you work hard to overcome adversity, fear, and come into power through the professions.

8—The goal is MATERIAL SUCCESS AND AUTHORITY.
1 + 7—you have a brilliant mind that creates much success and recognition.
2 + 6—you are the good citizen, family person, and reliable advocate for the good of others.
3 + 5—you are a natural entrepreneur, salesperson, and politician.
4 + 4—you work from the grass roots to high success in management, law, and methodology.
8 + 9—you may work to advance a humanitarian cause, enter politics, or have a large business.

9—The goal IS SELFLESS ACTION AND UNCONDITIONAL LOVE.
1 + 8—your skills in business and administration should take you very, very far.
2 + 7—your goal is to understand the human psyche and secrets of life at a deep level.
3 + 6—you are a natural leader, and may be talented in speaking, writing, design, and music.
4 + 5—you have the desire to go far, but indecision may keep you from moving ahead.
9 + 9—you are a global thinker, humanitarian, talented and philosophical—a dreamer!

If your day of birth is the same number as your GOAL number, this helps you manifest the goal more easily.
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